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Terracing process has been largely ignored by international literature (or 
described only with a qualitative approach), recently started to focus on 
such a phenomenon:

Such a disregard in both literature and public awareness is partly due to:
a) Low interest and low value attribution to terraced areas, considered as 

obsolete agricoltural systems and old-fashioned way of life.
b) terracement building is usually spontaneous/not planned practice, so 

we lack a complete information about the extent, distribution and 
features of terraced sites (starting point for planning actions).

1. A lack in geographical literature



In order to gain a deeper knowledge of terraced landscapes, 3 
main steps have been identified, almost commonly recognized by 
the scientific community:

2.1 - Mapping (cartographic + aerialphotographic sources).

2.2 – Direct survey (with ‘Data sheets’)

2.3 - GIS mapping

The final output of the mapping work will be the classification and 
comparison of different forms of terraced landscapes.

2. Mapping and study steps



2.1. Cartographic sources and their integration

Mapping from official cartography is not sufficient to identify all 
the terraces. In the research carried out in the course of the 
project, different levels of mapping have been identified: 

a) identification of terraced sites based on official topographic 
maps
b) analysis of aerial photos in the study area (fitted scale 1: 5000)
c) field surveys on the ground to verify and integrate 

Such an increasing level of details is required since abandoned 
terraces can hardly be identified from above because of the 
shrub and tree cover hiding them. 



Comparison among the 3 mapping levels in the valley of River Brenta
(Veneto, Italy)

Source: Regional Topomap
Year: 1999/2000
Mapped: 22% of the total
52 km of walls

Source: Aero-photographs
Year: 1967
Mapped: 83% of the total
190 km of walls

Source: field survey
Year: 2006
Mapped: presumably 100%
230 km of walls

2.1. Cartographic integration: An example

1 km



The data collection related to terraces can be carried out 
through data sheet: 

- an analysis at larger scale (1:25,000) for identification of the 
overall territorial setting, 

- a more detailed scale (1:5,000) for analysis of peculiar characters 
of terraced sites. 

The collected data would include:
a. Dimensional data 
b. Agricultural and soil analysis
c. Historical studies
d. Natural hazards assessment
e. Identification of sub-areas for detailed studies
f. Construction and architectural schemes
f. Definition of aptitude to recovery

2.2. Use of ‘Data sheets’ for survey



2.2. Use of ‘Data sheets’ for survey



CORE SET OF INDICATORS
The most significant data can enable to realize GIS analysis (e.g.  
ARCGIS ‘spatial analyst’). The following indicators have been 
chosen (available from existing GIS data or from data sheet):

- Extent and intensityof terraced surface
- Slope gradient and aspect
- Geological bedrock
- Soil granulometry (clay, silty, sandy)
- Land use
- Water channel system
- Maintenance conditions*
- Accessibility (distance from a through road)
- Disorders (number of evidences)*

(* from data sheet)

2.3. GIS Basic indicators



2.3. GIS use in mapping and analysis

Example of simple GIS theme maps: 
Goriska Brda (Slovenia)



Example of historical analysis in Ödenkirchen near Ulrichsberg (Austria))

2.3. GIS elaboration: Example of historical analysis

Land use in 1828 Land use today



3.3. GIS elaboration: Quantitative results

One of the possibilities offered by GIS use is to realize quantitative analysis that 
gives statistics about the evolution of the examined feature

Example of historical analysis in Ödenkirchen near Ulrichsberg (Austria))



The most common methods so far utilised are based on the extent of 
terraced areas (surface ratio) and the length of their retaining dry stone 
walls (length surface ratio)*. 

3. A proposal for classification of terraced areas

Two proposed indexes can be calculated using GIS tools:

(1) Extent index = terraced surface / ha or km2

(2) Intensity index = length of dry-stone walls / ha or km2 of terraced area

*considering only drystone walls terraces



3. Classification of terraced areas

EXTENT INDEX TYPOLOGIES INTENSITY INDEX TYPOLOGIES

Mesoterraced: Partially terraced area 

Microterraced: Small terraced area

High-intensity terraced landscape

Low intensity terraced landscape

Macroterraced: Entirely terraced area

Medium/variable intensity terraced landscape



According to the two indexes defined above, 9 classes of areas can be 
defined, that can be examplified by different geographical types:

3. Classification of terraced areas



Example of a high-intensity macroterraced landscape: Cinque Terre (Liguria, Italy)

3. Classification of terraced areas



Example of a variable-intensity mesoterraced landscape: Piave River Valley (Italy)

3. Classification of terraced areas



4. Classification of terraced areas

Example of a variable-intensity mesoterraced landscape: hills near Vicenza (Italy)



Example of a low-intensity macroterraced landscape: Ulrichsberg (Upper Austria)

4. Classification of terraced areas



3. Classification of terraced areas: the difference of scale

Maximum 72 km walls/km2 Maximum 230 km walls/km2



MAPPING TERRACED AREAS: IS IT SO IMPORTANT? 

• Evaluation of the real extent of terracements for planning

• Extimation of the recovery or operating costs

• 1st GIS analysis of the relations between different areas, particularly: 

EXTENT/INTENSITY INDEX   ↔ PHYSICAL SETTINGS 
bedrock, slope, climate, solar exposition…

↔ HUMAN ACTIVITIES & LAND USE 
cultivation, water drainage, accessibility, …

↔ CULTURAL HERITAGE 
technical knowledge, historical background, 
other meanings…
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